
Three Days in Waikato 
Sample Incentive Itinerary 

Day One
Take a Trip Through Time and Civilisations

You will be welcomed to the region at Hamilton Gardens by a Māori Warrior in full costume and 
experience a traditional Powhiri in the Te Parapara Garden. Te Parapara Garden recreates a pre-

European Maori Garden and as New Zealand’s only traditional Māori garden, it is a rich record of the 
region’s pre-European history. Focusing on the plants, techniques and culture associated with pre-
European Māori horticulture, food gathering and food preservation and storage, Te Parapara includes 

the built and carved structures of a rare palisade fencing (taepa), three forms of traditional Māori 
storehouses (pataka), a ceremonial gateway (waharoa) and ancestral pou. In accordance with Māori 
tradition, morning tea will be served in Te Parapara Garden.

After morning tea, enjoy a guided tour of Hamilton Gardens, by hearing the story of gardens through 
time and civilisations. In the 1960s, Hamilton Gardens was a city rubbish dump. Today more than 40 
years later, it is an award-winning garden with an internationally unique concept: The history, context 
and meaning of gardens.  The concept has been compared to a museum, where each garden collection 

has historic integrity and provides a window into the story of civilisations, their arts, beliefs and lifestyles. 
Hamilton Gardens was awarded the prestigious ‘International Garden Tourism Award’ in 2014. 

Taste Winning Wines and Mediterranean Lunch
Vilagrad Winery exudes a unique sense of history, charm and style, is now in its fifth generation as a family-owned and 
operated winery. Take a tour of the secrets behind the exquisite range of multi-award winning wines and taste the hand 
crafted wines and Mediterranean cuisine.

Middle-earth Journey Movie Magic and Evening Banquet Tour

Experience the real Middle-earth at Hobbiton™ Movie Set. Step into the lush pastures of the Shire, as seen in The 
Lord of the Rings and Hobbit trilogies. Fall in love with the Alexander family sheep farm, just as acclaimed director Sir 
Peter Jackson did. Your guide will escort you around the set, showing the intricate detailing, pointing out the most 
famous locations and explaining how the movie magic was made. You will be fully guided around the 12 acre set; 
past Hobbit Holes, the Mill and into the world-famous Green Dragon Inn, where you will enjoy an exclusive Hobbit 
Southfarthing beverage and magnificent banquet feast in this magical setting.
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Day Two
Taste the World’s Purest Tea
Home to New Zealand’s only tea plantation, Zealong Tea Estate is situated in beautiful Waikato countryside. Enjoy a Tea Experience Tour and hear the 
story of how Mr Chen and his son Vincent imported 1500 tea seedlings from Taiwan. They were left with only 130 plants following rigorous quarantine from 
New Zealand’s Ministry of Agriculture. However, after careful propagation, Zealong’s lush, sweet tea plants today number in the thousands and spread 
over 40 hectares. Experience a traditional tea ceremony, taste the range of premium tea, relax and enjoy a Zealong signature high tea overlooking the 
plantation’s stunning setting.



Underground Wonders
Descend into the magical world renowned Waitomo Glowworm Caves, formed over 30 million years ago, 
Waitomo’s underground cave networks are magical. The glow worm, Arachnocampa luminosa, is unique 
to New Zealand. Thousands of these tiny creatures radiate their unmistakeable luminescent light as expert 
guides provide informative commentary on the Caves’ historical and geological significance. Tour the Aranui 

and Ruakuri Caves and discover Waitomo’s longest underground walking tour.

For the more adventurous we suggest a rafting adventure - The Black Labyrinth, black water rafting 
experience is the original Waitomo subterranean adventure that will have you leaping over cascading waterfalls 

and black water tubing down the underground river as you enjoy the glow worm show on the vaulted limestone 
galleries up above.

Opera in the Caves
You will have exclusive use of the majestic Cathedral Cave, famous for its acoustics, for a spine-tingling concert. 

This will be followed by a magical boat ride under thousands of sparking glow worms, exit through the forest, and 
enjoy a delicious New Zealand inspired dinner under the canopy of the Visitor Centre.

Day Three
Visit the Home of Champions
Experience a guided tour of the Avantidrome, including an exclusive behind-the-scenes look at New Zealand’s high 
performance sports set up. Listen to Alison Shanks, a two-time World Champion Cyclist, and try out the track for yourself 
with the assistance of a qualified coach. Watch New Zealand’s track cyclists train, and if you are lucky, rub shoulders with 
the All Blacks Sevens team in the tunnel, or spot some of New Zealand’s Olympic heroes hanging around.

The Waikato Story - from pasture to milk factory 
Visit a working Cambridge Dairy Farm (600 Friesian and Jersey Cross herd) and listen to the story behind producing New 
Zealand’s liquid gold. Walk through the paddocks touching the pasture, hear how best practices are engaged to manage 
quality with balanced environmental impact. Get close-up with a cow and discover concepts of animal breeding for 
maximum production. Visit the milking shed and learn how today’s farmer optimises herd output. 

Discover a Slice of Kiwi Paradise
Raglan (Whaingaroa) boasts one of the longest left-hand surf breaks in the world and a relaxed bohemian vibe. 
Raglan is popular with locals and visitors alike. Relax on the black sand beaches, or try stand-up-paddle boarding 
or kayaking in the harbour. There are many walks to choose from and adventurous types will love the guided rock 
climbing or canyoning trips. Browse the funky village for a range of surf shops, boutique arts, crafts, gifts and 
homeware.

Wahine Moe Raglan Harbour Sunset Cruise
Enjoy local fish and chips as you cruise into the upper reaches of one of the most spectacular harbours in New 
Zealand and watch the sunset. Learn about local legends and places only discovered by water.
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